










VENTILATE FACADE | HISTORY

In the early 50s the Building Research Station in UK showed the
advantages of having a ventilated cavity in front of the building
wall.

Alcoa Building (1951|1953|PITTSBURGH|PENNSYLVANIA)



VENTILATE FACADE | BENEFITS

The building wall is protected from the 
hot radiation in summer

The chimney effect generates ventilation
that make the temperature decrease

The air cavity is a thermal intermediate 
between the internal and external sides

The panels protect the walls from the 
bad weather conditions



MEG FIXING SYSTEMS | Visible mechanical fixing on an aluminium backing 
structure



MEG FIXING SYSTEMS | Invisible fixing with overlapping panel strips 
(weatherboarding or lap siding)



MEG FIXING SYSTEMS | Invisible fixing with profiled edged panels in 
horizontal running aluminium hook profile



MEG FIXING SYSTEMS | Invisible fixing with profiled edged panels in 
horizontal running aluminium hook profile



MEG FIXING SYSTEMS | Gluing on aluminium substructure



MEG | CREATE A VENTILATE FACADE

• Dynamic wind strenght

• Distance from MEG panels

• Calculate panel expansion with fix and movable fixing

• Air cavity behind the panels

• Measure the size of the panels for the layout of your facades

• Calculate the isolation materials tickness

• Vertical aluminium sub-structure dilatation.

• Anchoring in the proper way the aluminium or wood structure to the existing building



MEG | FIXED POINT

The «FIXED POINT» must be 
placed in the centre of every 
MEG panels in order to not 
allow further changes of 
position.



MEG | ISOLATING MATERIAL

Rock Wool

Glass Wool

Polystyrene extruded

Polystyrene extruded with graphite

Structural polyurethane



MEG | Casa O |2015|CAGLIARI|ITALY



MEG | Casa O |2015|CAGLIARI|ITALY



MEG | TRAIN STATION |2012|KOKSIJDE|BELGIO



MEG | TRAIN STATION |2012|KOKSIJDE|BELGIUM



MEG | TRAIN STATION |2012|KOKSIJDE|BELGIUM



MEG | Triennale |2009|INCHEON|SOUTH KOREA



MEG | Triennale |2009|INCHEON|SOUTH KOREA



MEG |Tuincentrum Pelckmans | 2010|TURNHOUT|BELGIUM



MEG |Tuincentrum Pelckmans | 2010|TURNHOUT|BELGIUM



MEG |“Nest” Casa Clima |2011|CERVIA|ITALY



MEG |“Nest” Casa Clima |2011|CERVIA|ITALY



MEG| RESIDENCE TASSIN |2014|FRANCE



MEG| RESIDENCE TASSIN |2014|FRANCE



MEG| SCHOOL | 2013|DANZICA|POLAND



MEG| ABET PARK | 2013|CHAMBERY|FRANCE



MEG|MUSEO ABET LAMINATI|2013|BRA|ITALY



MEG|MUSEO ABET LAMINATI|2013|BRA|ITALY



MEG|BRABBEL SCHOOL|2010|BELGIUM



MEG|DE ZEVEN TORENTJES HOSPITAL | 2011|BRUGES|BELGIUM



MEG|DE ZEVEN TORENTJES HOSPITAL | 2011|BRUGES|BELGIUM



MEG|RESIDENTIAL BUILDING|2014|LEBANON



MEG|RESIDENTIAL BUILDING|2015|LEBANON



MEG|RESIDENTIAL BUILDING|2013|LEBANON



MEG|JOSEPH SFEIR CENTER|2014|LEBANON



www.abet-laminati.it 40APPLICAZIONI


